This study investigates the extent to which assimilating high-resolution remotely sensed cloud cover into the Regional Atmospheric Modeling System (RAMS) provides an improved regional diagnosis of downward shortand longwave surface radiation fluxes and precipitation. An automatic procedure was developed to derive highresolution (4 km ϫ 4 km) fields of fractional cloud cover from visible band Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) data using a tracking procedure to determine the clear-sky composite image. Initial studies, in which RAMS surface shortwave radiation fluxes were replaced by estimates obtained by applying satellite-derived cloud cover in the University of Maryland Global Energy and Water Cycle Experiment's Surface Radiation Budget (UMD GEWEX/SRB) model, revealed problems associated with inconsistencies between the revised solar radiation fields and the RAMS-calculated incoming longwave radiation and precipitation fields. Consequently, in this study, the relationship between cloud albedo, optical depth, and water/ice content used in the UMD GEWEX/SRB model was applied instead to provide estimates of whole-column cloud water/ice that were ingested into RAMS. This potentially enhances the realism of the modeled short-and longwave radiation and precipitation. The ingested cloud image took the horizontal distribution of clouds from the satellite image but derives its vertical distribution from the fields simulated by RAMS in the time step immediately prior to assimilation. The resulting image was ingested every minute, with linear interpolation used to derive the 1-min cloud images between 15-min GOES samples. Comparisons were made between modeled and observed data taken from the Arizona Meteorological Network (AZMET) weather station network in southern Arizona for model runs with and without cloud ingestion. Cloud ingestion was found to substantially improve the ability of the RAMS model to capture temporal and spatial variations in surface fields associated with cloud cover. An initial test suggests that cloud ingestion enhanced RAMS short-term forecast ability.
Introduction
Mesoscale meteorological models contribute to the understanding of lower atmosphere processes and are capable of diagnosing and, to a lesser extent, predicting weather variables from the synoptic scale to the microscale. High spatial resolution short-term predictions with such models are particularly important in regions where weather conditions can vary greatly over short distances and where local weather-related hazards, such as flash floods, can cause loss of life and/or damage. Clouds play a critical role in the atmospheric energy balance and the prediction of weather. They have a strong effect on solar heating by reflecting solar radiation back into space, and on the thermal cooling by intercepting infrared radiation emitted by the underlying earth and atmosphere and re-emitting part of this energy back to the surface. The presence of overlying clouds is, of course, also linked strongly to precipitation. Thus,
clouds provide the primary link between the two surface energy exchange processes that most influence regional climate, namely the exchange of shortwave and longwave radiation and the exchange of water.
However, the parameterization of clouds is one of the largest sources of uncertainty in coupled atmosphereland surface models. This uncertainty is exacerbated by the great disparity between the spatial scale of clouds, typically 100 meters to a few kilometers, and model grid scale, typically a few tens to a few hundred kilometers. Mesoscale atmospheric models do predict clouds, but model estimates of their spatial distribution and radiative characteristics may have considerable error. Manabe et al. (1991) pointed out that cloud-related weakness in modeled surface radiation produces markedly unrealistic surface fluxes of energy and water. Small perturbations in the amount or radiative properties of clouds can strongly affect climate (Randall et al. 1984; Slingo 1990) , and weakness in simulating these cloud properties is currently a major problem in numerical weather prediction models. On the other hand, measurements of the extent and optical properties of clouds using earth satellites have the potential to supplement surface observations and to improve weather simulation by models.
The goals of the research reported here were (a) to investigate the feasibility of deriving high-resolution, frequent estimates of cloud cover from Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES) data and ingesting these estimates into a typical mesoscale model, and (b) by making comparison with field data, to study the effect of ingesting remotely sensed cloud cover into the quality of analyzed fields given by the mesoscale model. An automatic procedure was developed to derive high-resolution fields of cloud properties from visible band GOES data using a tracking procedure to determine the clear-sky composite image. Using multichannel cloud retrieval algorithms based on International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project (ISCCP) or National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information Service (NOAA/NESDIS) data were deemed to be too coarse for this application. The cloudy-and clear-sky radiances and cloud fraction derived from this algorithm were used in the University of Maryland (UMD) Global Energy and Water Cycle Experiment's Surface Radiation Budget (GEWEX/SRB) model to retrieve cloud properties of optical depth and cloud water/ice. Vertically integrated cloud water/ice fields were ingested directly into the Regional Atmospheric Modeling System (RAMS) to update modeled cloud cover. To demonstrate the impact on the model's ability to diagnose surface radiation and precipitation fields, comparisons were made between modeled and observed data for model runs with and without cloud ingestion for 14-16 July 1999 and 22-23 June 2000. These periods were selected because they had significant, changing cloud cover. Finally, an initial test was made of the improvement in short-term predictions of cloud cover given by ingesting cloud data into RAMS prior to predictive runs.
Model description a. The RAMS model
Version 3b of the Colorado State University RAMS model (Pielke et al. 1992 ) was used in this study. The model is nonhydrostatic (Tripoli and Cotton 1980 ) with a terrain-following coordinate system (Clark 1977; Tripoli and Cotton 1982) and includes telescoping, interactive, nested grids (Clark and Farley 1984; Walko et al. 1995) and several alternative turbulent closure schemes (Deardorf 1980; McNider and Pielke 1981; Tripoli and Cotton 1986) . Comprehensive testing, tuning, and development of the RAMS representation of surface-atmosphere interactions and of atmospheric convection and radiation processes have been carried out (Tripoli and Cotton 1982; Chen and Cotton 1983; Tremback et al. 1985; Pielke et al. 1992) .
The RAMS was operated at a 4-km resolution with a single 400 km ϫ 400 km domain that covered the semiarid region of interest in southern Arizona. The model was initiated and its lateral boundaries then nudged every 6 h by atmospheric fields synthesized by the National Centers for Environmental Prediction's (NCEP)s Eta Model.
1 The Earth Resources Observation Systems (EROS) Data Center Distributed Active Archive Center (EDC DAAC) 1-km surface cover dataset was used to characterize vegetation across the modeled domain. The primary, relevant features of RAMS as applied during this study are given in Table 1 .
The explicit parameterization of cloud microphysics was originally developed by Cotton et al. (1986) and applied in a range of weather and geographical conditions (Manton and Cotton 1977; Cotton and Tripoli 1978; Meyers et al. 1991; Meyers and Cotton 1992 ). In the model, the mixing ratios of seven different types of hydrometeors are described within clouds-specifically, cloud water, rainwater, pristine ice, aggregate ice, snow, graupel, and hail. Cloud water and water vapor, along with potential temperature, air temperature, and pressure, are derived diagnostically from the prognostic values of ice-liquid water potential temperature ( il ), dry air density, total water, rainwater, and ice water (Tripoli and Cotton 1982) . At temperatures warmer than the homogeneous ice nucleation temperature (i.e., T H ϭ 233.16 K), cloud water and water vapor mixing ratios are diagnosed as Cotton (1980) Clark (1977) ; Tripoli and Cotton (1980) Arakawa and Lamb (1977) Cotton et al. (1995) Harrington (1997) Cotton et al. (1995) Louis (1979) Kessler (1985) Avissar and Mahrer (1988) 713  430  350  901  422  361  655  304  1346  407  309  401  601  335  461  219  315   64  --46  62  -31  -77  60  66  ------26  --30  25  -34  -16  30  23  ------10  --24  13  -35  -7  10  11  ----- 
where r t , r r , r ice , and r vs are the mixing ratio of total water, rainwater, ice water, and the saturated water vapor, respectively. At temperatures below T H , all diagnosed cloud water freezes to ice (r ice ), thus
In the previous equations, the ice mixing ratio and rainwater mixing ratio are predicted by applying time-dependent mass continuity equations, which include advective, diffusive, and source and sink terms, the latter describing the rates of conversion of water between phases and hydrometeor types.
In this study, radiative fluxes were initially calculated using the (optional) three-band scheme developed by Chen and Cotton (1983) . However, with this scheme, the calculated incoming surface solar radiation was found to be unrealistically low whenever RAMS diagnosed the presence of clouds. For this reason, the improved scheme of Harrington (1997) that uses an eight-band, two-stream radiation transfer code was adopted and used in preference. This two-stream model recognizes scattering and absorption in the atmosphere in terms of an asymmetry factor, single scattering albedo, cloud optical depth, and the geometric thickness of atmospheric layers. These are applied in both the shortwave and longwave parameterizations using appropriate reflectances and emittances. The total hydrometeor optical depth at each level is calculated by summing the extinction coefficients for each microphysical cloud water/ice field, these being based on hydrometeor concentration, a characteristic diameter, the thickness of the level, and fitted extinction coefficients. However, unlike in the Harrington scheme, the ChenCotton scheme parameterizes optical characteristics of clouds based on an empirical relationship derived by Stephens (1978 Stephens ( , 1984 . 
b. The UMD GEWEX/SRB model
In this study, the UMD GEWEX/SRB algorithm (Whitlock et al. 1995) was used to infer the downward surface solar radiation and cloud water/ice (via optical depth) from satellite observations. The Delta-Eddington two-stream radiative transfer model (Pinker and Ewing 1985; Pinker and Laszlo 1992) was applied to generate lookup tables that contain atmospheric reflectance and transmittance over a plane-parallel, nonreflecting surface in five spectral intervals (0.2-0.4, 0.4-0.5, 0.5-0.6, 0.6-0.7, and 0.7-4.0 m). It is assumed that there is no water vapor absorption at wavelengths less than 0.7 m, and that clouds are therefore nonabsorbent for such wavelengths. Optical thickness parameterization is based on calculations made using a set of eight different ''standard'' cloud types. Stephens (1978 Stephens ( , 1984 derived the least-squares-fitted lines describing the broadband optical thickness of these eight cloud types for two spectral regions (0.3-0.75 m and 0.75-4 m) as a function of total liquid water path (LWP).
The satellite algorithm is based on deriving a relationship between the broadband, top of the atmosphere albedo, and atmospheric transmissivity taken from precalculated lookup tables derived for discrete values of the solar zenith angle, water vapor, ozone, and aerosol loading, and most importantly, for different cloud optical thickness. The surface spectral albedo is retrieved as a function of surface type and satellite-derived clearsky composite radiance by combining reference albedo models (Briegleb et al. 1986 ). The required atmospheric precipitable water estimates are taken from the Eta Model, with an adjustment for the topography used in the RAMS model. In each spectral interval, upward and downward fluxes at the top of the atmosphere and surface, and the optical depth of the atmosphere are determined from the spectral transmittance. The latter is obtained from the top-of-the-atmosphere shortwave reflectance, which is estimated from the radiance in the (narrow) wavelength bands at which satellite observations are made using a transformation between narrow waveband radiance and shortwave reflectance.
Study area and data

a. Field data
The study area comprises the region 31.5Њ-36ЊN and 108Њ-115ЊW in southern Arizona. The semiarid environment that typifies this study site is due both to its location relative to the equator and the orographic drying effect of mountain ranges in the western United States. The region is characterized by rugged mountain ranges separated by flat valley floors. The limited annual rainfall of less than 400 mm occurs mainly as convective thunderstorms in a summer monsoon season and as frontal storms during the winter. Daily temperature changes can be high (about 20ЊC).
Observations are taken from the Arizona Meteorological Network (AZMET) system. The measurement stations are often installed adjacent to regions of irrigated agriculture and the data may, in part, be influenced by this fact. This study used data from 17 individual stations that are concentrated near the center of the southern Arizona study area (Fig. 1) . Information on the location and elevation of these sites is provided in Table 2 . The data in this study were hourly measurements of downward surface solar radiation and precipitation. Solar radiation is measured using a Licor LI200S pyronometer, while precipitation is recorded using RG2501 tipping bucket rain gauges. More detailed information on the AZMET observational network is available at http://ag.arizona.edu/azmet/.
A field experiment was set up to provide additional measurements of downward longwave radiation fluxes for comparison with model-generated fluxes because these were not available from the AZMET network. The experiment site is located at 32.05ЊN, 110.50ЊW, near Tombstone in southern Arizona (Fig. 1) . A Kipp and Zonen radiometer comprising two pyrogeometers and two pyronometers was deployed at the site, which is capable of simultaneously measuring all four components of the radiation (upwelling and downwelling solar and upwelling and downwelling longwave radiation). Because data collection with this instrument started on 15 June 2000, data were only available for the study period of 22-23 June 2000.
b. Satellite data
The primary satellite data used for this study were the reflected visible (0.55-0.75 m) radiances observed by the imaging visible/infrared spin-scan radiometer FIG. 3. Cloud-cover distributions at three half-hourly intervals starting 1700 14 Jul 1999. Columns 1-3 show the modeled cloud cover in RAMS immediately before a new ingestion of cloud-cover data with previous cloud data having been ingested at 30, 15, and 1-min intervals, respectively. Column 4 shows the observed cloud-cover image that will be ingested, while column 5 shows the modeled cloud field given by the RAMS model without any cloud-cover ingestion. (VISSR) on GOES-10 (or GOES-West) positioned at longitude 135ЊW above the equator. The VISSR provides visible images with a resolution of about 1-km every 15 min. The raw data were originally stored by NOAA/NESDIS, but these data were subsequently converted to calibrated ''albedo,'' unadjusted for direction angle by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). A computer code was developed and applied to analyze and quality control the data by filtering any random noise in the satellite images (e.g., noisy lines in the images are filtered and replaced by the nearby good lines).
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Cloud screening algorithm
In this study, an automatic procedure was developed to derive high-resolution (4 km ϫ 4 km) fields of cloud cover and associated cloudy-and clear-sky radiance maps from visible band GOES data. The method is an extension of that used by Garatuza et al. (2000) , but it
differs in that it uses a new real-time tracking procedure to determine the required clear-sky composite images rather than relying on retrospective derivation of monthly average threshold indexes. Cloud detection involves partitioning radiance samples from within an array of 4 ϫ 4 contiguous pixels into three categories. The decision rules used to discriminate between these groups are threshold statements. Thus, an individual pixel was designated to be ''cloudy'' if the radiance is greater than a threshold value (e.g., 35% reflectance). Alternatively, an individual pixel may be designated ''clear'' if the radiance is less than a specified value (in the present study, the radiance of a running mean plus the standard deviation of clear-sky values was used). Pixels that are neither cloud-covered nor clear were designated ''mixed''. Using this approach minimizes false cloud detection, but thin clouds may be missed if their observed radiances closely resemble those for pixels with no clouds.
a. Deriving clear-sky composite images
The automatic procedure required specification of acceptance windows, values of clear-sky radiance, and the standard deviation of the clear-sky radiance, which were initially determined from among the preexisting clearest GOES observations. The value of the acceptance window (here called window) defines the number of radiance units above the running mean for which some cloudy sky is assumed. This value determines whether the currently observed value of the radiance is accepted and used to update the running estimate of clear-sky radiance, and it was set to the estimated random noise given by the satellite sensor. If the current value is deemed acceptable, the real-time tracking procedure then updates the mean clear-sky radiance and standard deviation of each target area used to specify the location and time-specific optimum thresholds (Rossow and Garder 1993) .
Corrections for satellite-viewing geometry were first applied to allow for the angular dependence of clearsky radiance for each individual pixel. A decision was then made whether to update the value of clear-sky radiance from that used at the current time on the previous day. The following logical expressions were used to replace the previously assumed values of R clear and the standard deviation, clear of clear-sky radiance (typical value of 255 W m Ϫ2 ) for the target area. If R Ͻ (window ϩ R clear and Ͻ (4 clear ), then
and, if Ͻ clear , then
where n days weight ϭ w exp Ϫ .
In the above expressions, R is the currently measured radiance, is the newly calculated standard deviation of radiance, weight is the transient value of the weight assigned to the old running mean of clear-sky radiance, W max (ϭ0.7) is the maximum weight, n days is the number of days through which running mean has not been updated, and t d (ϭ10) is an assumed time constant (in days). This decision/replacement procedure was carried out for each 4 ϫ 4-pixel target area. The daily average clearsky composite image derived from the 15-min composite images using the above-described algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 2a for 16 July 1999 (Note: In practice, the algorithm was run for the period 14-16 July 1999). This figure shows that any contamination which may result from the presence of unusually persistent clouds is minimized and/or removed. The frequency distribution of observed radiance in the clear-sky composite image for the whole image area is also shown in Fig.  2a for 16 July 1999 at 1600 UTC and at 2200 UTC. In these diagrams, the narrower peak at lower values corresponds to water surfaces, while the broader peak at higher radiances corresponds to land surfaces. The two peaks for water and land surfaces are reasonably well defined relative to the full range of radiance, and the observed differences in the frequency distribution between morning and afternoon are significant.
b. Deriving fractional cloud cover
For each GOES target area, the analysis procedure provides the number of cloudy and clear pixels and the value of their radiance. The observed value of radiance for the pixel is compared against R clear , the clear-sky composite value for the target area in which the pixel falls; if the observed value is less than (R clear ϩ 15 clear ), the pixel is classified as being a clear-sky pixel. (Note: The factor 15 in this expression may vary with application and is sometimes called the contrast threshold. Typically, the contrast threshold corresponds to a reflectance of about 10%.) If the observed raw data count is greater than 358 times the cosine of the solar zenith angle, the pixel is classified as being totally cloud covered. (In raw data terms, the value 358 corresponds to the radiance prescribed to bright clouds in this study.) These prescribed values were originated from the NOAA/NESDIS cloud detection method. If the pixel does not fall into either the clear-sky or totally cloudcovered categories, it is classified as having mixed cloud cover and is reallocated between the clear-sky and totally cloud-covered categories. If the observed radiance for the mixed pixel is R mixed , a fractional reallocation of (R mixed Ϫ R clear )/(358 Ϫ R clear ) is made to the cloudcovered category, the remainder to the clear-sky category. The final step is to assign a fractional cloud cover to each target area on the basis of how many of the 16 contributing pixels have finally been designated as having complete cloud cover.
The cloudy and clear radiances, and cloud cover de-
rived from this algorithm, along with original GOES visible images, are illustrated in Fig. 2b for 14 July, 1999 at 2200 UTC. This figure shows that the algorithm does indeed successfully separate cloudy from clear regions in the GOES images and that it shows an ability to successfully capture the small-scale cloud features discernible in the satellite image.
Updating cloud cover in RAMS
Data assimilation is an important tool for providing initial conditions and improving diagnosed fields in numerical prediction models. Observations are routinely incorporated into the meteorological models at weather forecasting centers using a variety of data-assimilation methods including, for instance, the variational technique, which recognizes the errors in both the observed and prior-model values of variables. However, in this study, we opted to directly replace the modeled cloudcover field with that derived from satellite observations. This reflects the fact that errors in the horizontal position of clouds in the model-calculated cloud fields are likely to be much greater than those in the satellite-observed fields. In this exploratory study, direct replacement also allows a clearer appreciation of the role and value of the remotely sensed data, and it enhances simplicity of description.
Initially, the high-resolution, derived fields of cloudyand clear-sky radiance and cloud fraction were used in the UMD GEWEX/SRB model to produce estimates of the surface solar radiation fluxes at 4 km ϫ 4 km pixel scale. These estimated fluxes agreed quite well with observations and, as Pinker et al. (1994) pointed out, are superior to many model-calculated estimates. The resulting surface solar radiation flux fields were used to successfully update RAMS values and, not surprisingly, they greatly improved the accuracy of the model-calculated net shortwave radiation at the surface. However, because the simulated cloud cover remained unchanged, the incoming longwave radiation fluxes retained their (generally lower) clear-sky values and precipitation was incorrectly located. However, the radiances and cloud fraction provided by the cloud-screening algorithm are intimately related via the cloud optical depth to the cloud water/ice simulated in the RAMS model. This relationship can be used to derive an estimate of the vertically integrated cloud water/ice in any grid square that can be directly ingested into the RAMS model to update the modeled cloud cover and, in this way, the shortwave, longwave, and precipitation fields are simultaneously and consistently improved. Modifying the cloud cover in RAMS was therefore adopted as a superior option.
a. Updating modeled cloud cover from satellite observations
Details of the methods used to update modeled cloud cover are given in the appendix; here, we provide only an overview of the strategy used. Because satellite images only provide information on the horizontal position of cloud water/ice in the modeled domain, it is necessary to define a procedure for distributing the cloud water/ ice vertically in each modeled grid square. In this study, four different methods were used, depending on the difference between the observed and modeled cloud field, as follows. 1) In the case of a 4 km ϫ 4 km grid square in which both the satellite image and RAMS indicate no cloud is present, no alteration was made to RAMS variables for this grid square. 2) In the case of a 4 km ϫ 4 km grid square in which the satellite image indicates cloud and RAMS also simulates cloud, it was assumed that RAMS calculates the relative vertical position of clouds and the relative proportions of different cloud species correctly, even if it miscalculates the total amount of cloud water/ice. Thus, the procedure was to increase/ decrease the modeled mass of each component species of cloud water/ice simulated in RAMS at levels by calculated fractions until the whole-column mass of cloud water/ice simulated in the model was equal to that estimated from a satellite. 3) In the case of a 4 km ϫ 4 km grid square in which the satellite image indicates there is no cloud but RAMS has simulated cloud, the procedure was to set the cloud water/ice in RAMS to zero for all cloudwater species at all levels in the grid square. 4) In the case of a 4 km ϫ 4 km grid square in which the satellite image indicates cloud but RAMS does not simulate cloud, a more complex, speculative procedure was used. The modeled temperature profile can be used to calculate a synthetic water mass profile corresponding to having a height-invariant relative humidity at all levels. An incremental procedure was used to specify a value of height-invariant relative humidity for all levels above level 3 in the model. Specification was such that the whole-column water mass content produced by the incremental procedure was equal to the whole-column mass of cloud water/ice estimated from a satellite. The vertical profile of cloud water/ice was then assumed to be equal to the difference between these two profiles. Although this procedure can assign some cloud water/ ice at all levels (above 120 m), the ingested cloud water is preferentially assigned to levels where the modeled air column was closest to saturation. During the next model time step, and in the absence of better information, this calculated mass of cloud water/ice was all assigned to the liquid water species of cloud in RAMS; the other cloud-water species remained zero. However, in practice, RAMS quickly reassigns the water mass between different modeled cloudwater species and model levels. age and locates clouds where they are observed so that the more plausible of the above procedures, that is, (a) or (b) rapidly becomes the procedure most commonly used.
b. Updating cloud cover at different frequencies
Tests were made of the impact of ingesting GOESderived cloud fields at different frequencies. Figure 3 shows example comparisons between the modeled fields given by RAMS with and without cloud ingestion once every 30, 15, and 1 min on 14 July 1999. It is obvious that, without cloud ingestion, RAMS generally tends to underestimate cloud cover significantly and (although not evident in this figure) when it does predict clouds, it is often wrongly distributed horizontally. Further, it seems RAMS is predisposed to introduce ''lumping'' of cloud cover between assimilation cycles. This is most noticeable when GOES images are ingested every 30 min. Nonetheless, the quality of the modeled cloud fields is significantly improved by 30-and 15-min ingestion. When GOES-derived cloud fields are assimilated at a higher frequency, that is, at 1-min intervals, with the assimilated cloud fields being derived by linear interpolation between 15-min GOES images, the tendency of RAMS to evolve lumpy clouds is controlled, and there is substantial improvement in modeled horizontal distribution and the overall cloud amount. On the basis of these results, it was concluded that 1-min assimilation of images linearly interpolated between 15-min GOES samples was advisable, at least for the version of the RAMS model used in this study. Perhaps less-frequent assimilation might be sufficient with a different model or a different convective scheme. Figure 4 shows the hourly average surface solar radiation modeled by RAMS on 14-16 July 1999 with and without (1-min) cloud ingestion, compared with values observed at the AZMET sites. Figure 5 shows equivalent diagrams on 22-23 June 2000. Certain features are clear and consistent in these figures. Whenever the sky is clear, RAMS calculates reasonably good estimates of surface radiation. However, when warm-season daytime convective clouds are present, the RAMS model operating without cloud ingestion underestimates cloud cover in this environment, and thus consistently overestimates surface solar radiation relative to observations.
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Results
a. Impact of cloud ingestion on the surface energy and water balance analysis
1) INCOMING SHORTWAVE RADIATION
This weakness is mitigated by cloud ingestion. The modeled atmosphere becomes optically thicker because of the ingested clouds, and the surface radiation fields calculated by RAMS are improved relative to observations. The improvement is most obvious at sites 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, and 26 on 14 July 1999, and at sites 1, 5, 6, 10, 12, 15, 21, and 26 on 22 June 2000, when dense clouds are simulated. However, the impact of relatively thin clouds on the modeled surface radiation is sometimes missed, even when such clouds are being ingested into RAMS. This is apparent at sites 23 and 26 during the period 14-16 July 1999, and at sites 4, 7, 13, 21, and 23 during the period 22-23 June 2000, due to the radiation physics in RAMS assuming that the atmosphere is largely transparent with relatively thin high clouds. In general, with no cloud ingestion, RAMS systematically estimates very low values of surface radiation early in the morning over most of the sites be- cause the model tends to create an inversion (and fog) layer near the surface at these times. Cloud-cover ingestion removes this layer. Figure 6 shows the modeled hourly average daytime surface solar radiation for model simulations without and with cloud ingestion. Figures 6a and 6b correspond to the period 14-16 July 1999, Fig. 6a is for hours which are cloudy and Fig. 6b is for hours which are clear on the basis of satellite observations. Figures 6c and 6d are equivalent to Figs. 6a,b, respectively, but correspond to the period 22-23 June 2000. In each case, the correlation coefficient, root-mean-square error, and mean bias are given in the figure. In cloudy-sky conditions, the scatter is substantially less with ingestion of cloud cover, and the correlation coefficient, root-mean-square error, and mean bias are improved accordingly. The improvement during the period 22-23 June 2000, is less than during the period 14-16 July 1999, because, as mentioned above, thin high clouds were more common in this later period. When there is no ingestion of clouds, RAMS calculates incoming surface solar radiation quite well in clear-sky conditions, but with some uncertainty and evidence of significant positive bias. This bias is partly offset by periods in which there is an (likely unrealistic) early morning, near-surface inversion layer modeled in the runs without cloud ingestion. In both study periods, the runs with cloud ingestion give a slightly reduced rmse due, in part, to the removal of the periods with a near-surface inversion layer, but the (fortuitous) reduction of bias offset is consequently also removed. Figure 7 shows modeled hourly average incoming radiation fluxes observed at the experimental field site near Tombstone, Arizona, during the period 22-23 June 2000, together with modeled values with and without cloud ingestion. Figures 7a and 7b show modeled incoming shortwave and longwave radiation, respectively, when the Harrington radiation scheme was used to calculate those types of radiation. The RAMS model has options for shortwave and longwave radiation schemes, which can be used independently. Figure 7c shows the results obtained when the Chen-Cotton longwave radiation scheme is used. The fractional cloud cover derived from satellite observations is also shown in Figs. 7b and 7c.
2) INCOMING LONGWAVE RADIATION
With the Chen-Cotton longwave radiation scheme (Fig. 7c) , RAMS-simulated incoming longwave radiation responds appropriately to the variation in observed cloud cover during daylight hours when satellite observations are ingested. However, the same is not true when the Harrington longwave scheme is used (Fig. 7b) . In this case, the longwave flux shows the expected response only when relatively thick clouds are ingested, for example, at local times 15 and 42 h. On the average, over the period for which comparison was made, ingesting clouds improves the rmse from 71.54 W m Ϫ2 to 38.62 W m Ϫ2 and the bias from Ϫ69.80 W m Ϫ2 to Ϫ26.84 W m Ϫ2 when the Chen-Cotton longwave radiation scheme is used. When the Harrington longwave scheme is used, the rmse improves from 73.42 W m Ϫ2 to 59.57 W m Ϫ2 and the bias from Ϫ71.76 W m Ϫ2 to Ϫ50.72 W m Ϫ2 . At local time 37 h, the fractional cloud cover was around 0.2 but, at this time, the longwave flux calculated with the Chen-Cotton scheme was 400 W m Ϫ2 . This implies that, in spite of the very low amount of observed cloud cover, the model was able to capture small-scale, relatively thicker cumulus cloud at this time, which is consistent with the modeled incoming shortwave radiation (Fig. 7a) . Without cloud ingestion, using the Harrington longwave scheme gives lower nighttime values of incoming longwave radiation (ϳ250 W m Ϫ2 ), less consistent with observations than when using the ChenCotton longwave scheme (ϳ350 W m Ϫ2 ). With both longwave radiation schemes, ingesting clouds gives some minor improvement in nighttime values of incoming longwave radiation relative to observations, because there is no cloud ingestion during the night. It seems that RAMS shows a tendency to rapidly lose ingested cloud cover data.
3) PRECIPITATION Figure 8 shows a comparison between the precipitation observed at the AZMET sites and that calculated by RAMS with and without cloud ingestion for 14-16 July 1999, while Fig. 9 shows equivalent diagrams for 22-23 June 2000. It is apparent that the RAMS model consistently underestimates surface precipitation at the AZMET sites when no satellite observations of cloud are ingested. However, this feature is improved to some extent when clouds are ingested. The simulated storms are approximately in the right place and occur at about the right time because the modeled cloud cover is more realistic during the day. This is not, of course, the case for nighttime storms. RAMS was not, for instance, able to capture the observed precipitation (ϳ20 mm) that occurred at night 12 h after the last cloud ingestion at sites 7 and 11 (Fig. 8) . However, with cloud ingestion, RAMS does tend to overestimate precipitation relative to that observed at the AZMET sites, perhaps because modeled precipitation is highly sensitive to the concentration of microphysical variables that is being updated frequently (ev- ery minute) by satellite observations. There is a greater tendency to overestimate precipitation during the second study period, 22-23 June 2000. At sites 5, 6, 10, 12, 15, and 21, for instance, RAMS calculates substantial precipitation while observations show little precipitation, although the model had reason to expect precipitation because observed incoming solar radiation (Fig.  5) suggests the presence of thick overlying convective clouds at these times. The precipitation observations are point measurements and, to minimize the consequences of this on the comparison, site-average modeled and observed precipitation are compared in Fig. 10 for 14-16 July 1999 and 22-23 June 2000 . Averaging enhanced the agreement and precipitation is at least modeled to occur during these periods-which is not the case without cloud ingestion-and its timing is broadly correct. However, a substantial discrepancy in magnitude between modeled and observed precipitation remains, suggesting there is scope for improving the representation of the relationship between clouds and precipitation used in the model.
b. The short-term forecast
As an initial test of the impact of cloud ingestion on the predictive ability of RAMS, a 6.5-h predictive model run was made following 3 h of 1-min cloud-cover ingestion. Every 15 min, the forecast fractional cloud cover across a 4 km ϫ 4 km modeled domain was compared with the observed cloud fraction derived from the GOES satellite image (derived as described earlier) as shown in Fig. 11 for a 4.5-h forecast period. The modeled fractional cloud-cover fields were calculated using the time-and location-specific relationship between satellite-derived total cloud mass and fractional cloud cover for the period of the study.
As a test of the evolution in model-predictive skill following initiation of the free-running predictive run, a skill score was defined, based on the match between modeled and observed cloud cover over the model domain, the level of success being specified by the equation tional cloud cover, respectively. This skill assessment was applied for the whole domain and also applied separately for the grid squares that were observed to be both clear and cloudy (because images with many clear pixels that are also modeled as clear may favorably bias the estimated skill). Figure 12 shows the success rate following cloud ingestion calculated at 15-min intervals during the 6.5-h forecast period for the whole domain and for the cloudy-only and clear-only subdomains. In this comparison, we did not include the forecast run without cloud ingestion because RAMS mostly simulates ''no clouds'' over the modeled domain. In general, the success rate is 63% after 2 h, and the forecast ability of RAMS is better than 50% up to 4 h over the whole domain and the cloud-covered subdomain. The success rate rises for the subdomain of clear pixels as the run proceeds and observed and modeled cloud cover falls.
Summary and conclusions
This paper describes research in which techniques were developed to acquire fine-scale information on cloud cover from the GOES visible imager and to assimilate these data into the RAMS model to yield improved diagnoses of the fields of incoming short-and longwave radiation and precipitation at the earth's surface. By improving the initial analysis of the cloud field in model simulations, application of these methods enhances the model's potential to make more accurate short-term forecasts.
The primary conclusions of the present research are as follows:
1) It is possible to create an automatic cloud-screening procedure that uses real-time tracking (as opposed to retrospective analysis) as the basis of a cloudcover retrieval algorithm that is robust, functions correctly, and provides appropriate, fine-resolution detection of clouds.
2) It is possible to derive three-dimensional fields of cloud cover for assimilation into a mesoscale me-
FIG. 11. Forecast fractional cloud cover compared with observed cloud fraction derived from the GOES visible images at 15-min intervals during the 4.5-h forecast period.
12. Success rate of the RAMS model, following cloud ingestion, calculated at 15-min intervals during a 6.5-h forecast period for the whole domain and for the cloudy-only and clear-only subdomains.
teorological model (RAMS) from retrieved horizontal cloud patterns by assuming that the model computes realistic vertical profiles during the previous time step; these fields can be ingested without disrupting model stability. 3) On the average, there is significant improvement in the ability of RAMS to model both the overall amount and horizontal distribution of cloud fields when satellite observations are ingested, especially when cloud fields-linearly interpolated between the 15-min GOES images-are ingested every minute. 4) Cloud ingestion substantially increases the quality of the comparison between RAMS-calculated estimates of downward surface solar radiation and AZMET observations by extending the adequate simulation in clear-sky conditions to give improved simulation during cloudy-sky conditions. 5) A single-point comparison between model-derived and observed downward longwave radiation suggests that the ability of RAMS to simulate this field is also improved by ingesting cloud cover, most significantly during the day (when cloud-cover information is available) but also to some extent during the night. 6) Comparison between model-calculated precipitation and AZMET observations demonstrated that ingesting cloud-cover assimilation gives an improvement in the timing and, to some extent, magnitude of modeled precipitation, but the agreement was not perfect. 7) Prior cloud ingestion enhances the ability of RAMS to forecast cloud cover (with a skill score greater than 50% for up to 4 h).
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APPENDIX
Updating RAMS-Calculated Clouds from
Satellite Observations
a. Whole-column cloud water and ice estimated from a satellite
The UMD GEWEX/SRB model provides estimates of cloud optical depth, i,j , for the N i ϫ N j (4 km ϫ 4 km) target areas within the study area; this being determined as a function of cloudy-sky radiance,
Each satellite target area is collocated with a 4 km ϫ 4 km grid used in RAMS by applying a weighted interpolation between the two grid projections. A relationship is assumed between , the mass (in kg) 
where ds is the area (in m 2 ) of a horizontal grid square. The right-hand side of Equation (A2) is taken from the equation derived by Stephens (1978 Stephens ( , 1984 .
b. Fractional cloud-mass profiles represented in RAMS prior to cloud ingestion
Prior to cloud ingestion, RAMS calculates values of air temperature, T i,j,k , air pressure, p i,j,k , and mixing ratios for total water, , for cloud water, , for rain- The total mass of cloud water and ice produced in the atmospheric column above the modeled grid square is then calculated from
where k refers to each atmospheric level in the atmospheric column and N k (ϭ28) is the number of vertical levels in the model. If the total mass of cloud water and ice, , in each atmospheric column where sat-
CL,RAMS
M i,j ellite-observed clouds are greater than zero (meaning that RAMS also produces some clouds for this particular column after ingestion), for a given grid square, the vertical cloud fraction is simply given at each vertical level by zero, whichever occurs first. As soon as one of these two criteria is satisfied, it is assumed that newly created vertical profiles of cloud water given by adding in the water vapor from the air above RH c are correct in relative terms. Once calculated, these newly created values of cloud water can then be used to calculate the fractional mass or clouds at each vertical level in the atmospheric column as above, from
i,j,k CL,RAMS
M i, j
As previously mentioned, the fractional masses for other cloud species are set equal to zero at this stage, but their values quickly evolve as the model runs.
c. Updating the RAMS cloud field and air temperature
Once the fractional mass or cloud at each vertical level in the atmospheric column has been calculated as above, a new mass of cloud water, rainwater, hail, graupel, aggregate, snow, and pristine in each parcel (i, j, k) of the atmosphere can be calculated from This equation is applied separately for each new water mass (m i,j,k ) new of cloud water, rainwater, hail, graupel, aggregate, snow, and pristine to calculate their corresponding revised mixing ratios (r i,j,k ). Finally, the mixing ratio of total water, , is updated by summing T r i,j,k revised components of cloud water and ice and vapor mixing ratios as follows:
r ϭ r ϩ r ϩ r ϩ r ϩ r ϩ r i,j,k i,j,k i, j,k i, j,k i, j,k i,j,k i,j,k S P ϩ r ϩ r . 
Finally, the modeled air temperature is updated immediately after the mixing ratio of the cloud water and ice fields have been revised in accordance with the satellite data.
